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Tumor-specific antigens may trigger an immune
response that leads to T lymphocytes infiltrating the
tumor tissue. We have developed a method to study the
immune repertoire of a sample by utilizing a patented
multiplex PCR amplification strategy, arm-PCR (Patent
No. 7,999,092), coupled with high throughput
sequencing (Wang et al., PNAS 2010).
Using this
method, we sequenced CDR3 fragments amplified from
cancer tissue and normal tissue surrounding the cancer
sites, which were surgically removed from a patient
during operation. The patient’s sorted peripheral blood
was also examined at three months, six months, and
one year after surgery. Dominant T cell clones with
specific CDR3 sequences were identified from the
breast cancer tissue. Some of these same clones were
found expressed at high levels in the nearby normal
tissue and peripheral CD8+ cells. After treatment,
dynamic changes in these cancer-associated clones
were apparent, demonstrating the capability of the
current technology to identify specific T cells associated
with a patient’s cancer tissue. These specific T cells can
serve as personalized biomarkers for prognosis,
treatment evaluations, and early detection of recurrence.
They can also be used to develop personalized
treatment strategies. Currently, this study has been
extended to examine additional breast cancer patients.
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Figure 1. The distribution of domain usage for TCR beta
chain in breast cancer-associated T cells, NK T cells, Tc,
Th, and Treg cells sorted from peripheral blood. The height
of bar shows the frequency of V-J combination usage.
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Figure 2. The overall patient repertoire is relatively stable,
as demonstrated in the repertoires before and 6 months
after the surgery.
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Wang, Chunlin et al. High throughput sequencing reveals a
complex pattern of dynamic interrelationships among
human T cell subsets. PNAS. 107,1518-1523.(2010).

Table 1. Changes in expression level of the top 20 cancer
related CDR3 in each subsets of T cells. After normalizing,
those with more than two fold changes were highlighted.
Significant number of NK T cells were down regulated.
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! Combining arm-PCR with high-throughput sequencing,
we are able to identify specific T cells associated with a
patient’s cancer tissue in both the tumor and the
peripheral blood.
!Specific T cell CDR3 sequences identified in cancer
patients may serve as personalized biomarkers for
prognosis, treatment evaluation, and early detection of
recurrent tumors.
!Analysis of additional breast cancer tissue samples
together with peripheral blood repertoires has allowed
identification of shared CDR3 sequences among
patients, indicating the potential existence of a group of
disease-specific T cells sharing CDR3 sequences.
!Further studies are needed to identify and verify
specific CDR3 sequences that may be unique to breast
cancer and serve as biomarkers for disease.

